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ABSTRACT:
The ‘systemic turn’ in deliberative democratic theory has yielded valuable insights on how individual sites of deliberation – from parliamentary
debates to citizens’ juries and community meetings – interact as parts of a broader deliberative system. There is growing interest in how this
systemic turn can help understand environmental controversies ranging from climate change to coal seam gas. Existing research on deliberative
systems borrows selected ideas from transdisciplinary research on complex systems. However, there is much more in the broader repertoire
of systems theory and complexity theory that could shed light on how deliberative systems operate and how they could be improved. In this
paper I identify several features of complex systems that can assist our understanding and evaluation of deliberative systems, with a focus
on the role of non-linear dynamics in accounting for how systems emerge and change. I then show how the nascent concept of ‘deliberative
ecologies’ introduced by Mansbridge et al. (2012) could be elaborated through a complex systems lens. Throughout the paper I draw on
examples from environmental governance to show the utility of a complex systems perspective for understanding deliberative systems.
Keywords: Deliberative ecologies; deliberative systems; deliberative democracy; complexity theory; complex systems; social-ecological
systems
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ‘systemic turn’ in deliberative democracy has produced ground-breaking work that sets practices of deliberation in a broader
political context (Dryzek 2010; Parkinson and Mansbridge 2012). The driving force behind this turn is the idea of a deliberative system: a
set of interconnected components that ‘encompasses a talk-based approach to political conflict and problem-solving – through arguing,
demonstrating, expressing, and persuading’ (Mansbridge et al. 2012:4-5). Deliberative systems may emerge around specific institutions (e.g.
national or local polities, parliaments or bureaucracies) or issues (e.g. water, housing or energy policy). A systemic perspective can show how
individual forums for deliberation – whether parliaments, citizens’ juries or community meetings – interact with other actors and institutions
– such as the media, educational institutions, and scientific inquiry – to produce varying degrees of democratic legitimacy. The systemic turn
addresses a criticism levelled at previous generations of research on deliberative democracy, namely their focus on small-scale episodes of
citizen deliberation to the exclusion of larger-scale political processes (Dryzek 2010:7). Recent work on deliberative systems shows a growing
interest in how this perspective can help understand environmental controversies ranging from climate change (Stevenson and Dryzek 2014;
Riedy and Kent 2015) to hydraulic fracturing and coal seam gas (Dodge 2014; Boswell et al. 2016).
Scholarship on deliberative systems shares with the interdisciplinary field of complexity theory an interest in understanding how complex
systems work. Yet so far research on deliberative systems has focused mainly on a narrow selection of concepts associated with complex
systems. In this paper, I argue that broadening the conceptual repertoire of this field of research is critical for making further theoretical and
empirical headway on how deliberative systems work. Although scholars widely acknowledge that deliberative systems are dynamic, existing
research has not sufficiently harnessed the conceptual tools necessary to make sense of change in those systems over time. I show that there
is large untapped potential to draw on the extensive body of interdisciplinary research on complex systems, particularly to help understand
how deliberative systems emerge and change.1
I begin in section 2 by outlining some key concepts associated with theories of complex systems. In section 3 I then assess the extent to
which these ideas have been embraced in existing research on deliberative systems. Section 4 shows how a prominent idea in complex
systems theories – non-linear dynamics – could inform analysis of deliberative systems. Section 5 explores the idea of ‘deliberative ecologies’
introduced by Mansbridge et al (2012) which has not yet been elaborated further. Throughout I show how a complex systems perspective on
deliberative systems could be applied in the context of environmental governance.

2. COMPLEX SYSTEMS: THEORIES AND CONCEPTS
Scholars working on deliberative systems would readily acknowledge that those systems are complex. However, terms such as ‘systems’ and
‘complex systems’ are often used in a general sense, making it important to clarify what is distinctive about a complex systems perspective.
We can begin with a general definition of a system as ‘a set of things […] interconnected in such a way that they produce their own pattern
of behavior over time’ (Meadows 2008:2). What makes a system complex is not just the number of parts it contains, but the nature of the
interactions among the parts. A jigsaw puzzle is complicated but not complex because its pieces interact in predictable and uniform ways
(Page 2010:11-12). In contrast, an ecosystem is complex, not least because different parts of the system continually adapt their behaviour –
through processes of learning and evolution – in response to what other parts are doing (Mitchell 2009:25).
Over the past two decades an interdisciplinary body of work has emerged on complex systems or complex adaptive systems, often bundled
under the term complexity theory (Axelrod and Cohen 2000; Mitchell 2009). A key insight from these theories is that complex system
dynamics recur across a wide range of settings, from the flight behaviour of birds to transport networks and social media.

1 For a companion paper that applies the idea of deliberative ecologies to international environmental negotiations, see (Pickering Forthcoming).
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Here I highlight six key properties that complex systems exhibit to varying degrees (see generally Duit and Galaz 2008; Meadows 2008;
Cairney 2012:348). First is emergence, whereby the behaviour of a system as a whole cannot be read off its constituent parts. Second, complex
systems are self-organising in that they generate patterns of behaviour even without centralised control or authority. Third, they involve some
capacity for adaptation, where agents adjust their strategies in response to what others are doing. This emphasis on adaptive agency helps
to address critiques about the overly structural focus of earlier systems theories (Duit et al. 2010). Fourth, complex systems exhibit path
dependence, where the subsequent behaviour of the system is strongly influenced by its starting conditions. Fifth, the behaviour of complex
systems is influenced by feedback effects, where changes in a system loop back on themselves to produce further change or to stifle it. Finally
and relatedly, complex systems exhibit non-linear dynamics. The idea of non-linearity encapsulates not only the idea of feedback loops, but
also the more general sense in which changes in one part of a system result in a disproportionate change elsewhere in the system (Jervis
1997:35; Mitchell 2009:33). While a large change in one part of the system may fail to make a correspondingly large difference elsewhere in
the system (e.g. a shift in public sentiment on a controversial issue may fail to translate into policy reform), a small change in one part could
also trigger a much larger system-wide shift. For example, while the rise of the environmental movement needs to be explained against the
backdrop of longer-term shifts in public opinion (McNeill and Engelke 2016:185-186), specific events such as (in the US) the publication
of Rachel Carson’s book Silent Spring and the Love Canal toxic waste disaster, and (in Australia) the Franklin Dam controversy have had a
disproportionately large effect on public awareness and mobilisation.

3. SYSTEMS CONCEPTS IN THE DELIBERATIVE SYSTEMS LITERATURE
Complexity is central to justifying a deliberative systems approach. Mansbridge et al (2012:4) argue: ‘Political judgments are complex, and the
system in which they are made should also be complex’. Their reasoning here is that the complexity of political decisions calls for a division
of deliberative labour among different parts of a system. They then refer to other generic features that are prominent in systems theory, such
as redundancy (where if one part of the system fails another can step in), emergent properties, self-correction (a form of negative feedback,
discussed further below), dynamism and unpredictability (2012:5, 7, 8).
However, most of these ideas are mentioned without detailed elaboration. Moreover, the authors place less emphasis on other ideas of
change that are central to other theories of complex systems, including adaptation, positive feedback effects and non-linearity.
This selective focus is reflected elsewhere in the literature on deliberative systems.2 In general, this work emphasises a small number of
systemic aspects primarily associated with the phenomenon of emergence. First, it is commonly observed that the deliberative quality of the
system as a whole is not reducible to that of its individual parts (Dryzek 2010:13; Elstub et al. 2016:145). Thus the deliberative deficiencies of
individual parts may cancel each other out or amplify one another (Kuyper 2015:54). Second, as noted above, deliberative systems exhibit
a division of labour among component parts (Stevenson and Dryzek 2014:27-29; Kuyper 2015:55; Elstub et al. 2016:139, 143-144). Third,
non-deliberative acts can have consequences for the deliberative system (Stevenson and Dryzek 2014:32-33; Kuyper 2015:54; Elstub et al.
2016:145). For example, while acts of protest do not typically involve deliberative exchanges between activists and decision-makers, they may
create political momentum for subsequent negotiations or mutual engagement.
Common to these works is a strong emphasis on how the different components of deliberative systems interact with one another to produce
varying degrees of democratic legitimacy. Conversely, there is much less attention to how deliberative systems change, despite the fact that
– as Stevenson and Dryzek (2014:35) point out – the systemic consequences of an action may take years or decades to unfold, meaning that
‘history is a key part of the evaluation of deliberative systems’.

2 Space precludes a comprehensive survey of the literature, so the discussion in the following paragraphs is based on a review of selected agenda-setting analyses and overviews
in this area (Dryzek 2010; Stevenson and Dryzek 2014; Kuyper 2015; Elstub et al. 2016).
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4. NON-LINEAR DYNAMICS IN DELIBERATIVE SYSTEMS
How could a complex systems perspective shed light on the dynamics of deliberative systems? In this section I begin by showing how
feedback effects may operate in deliberative systems, then look more broadly at how the idea of non-linear dynamics could help to explain
systemic change over time.
4.1. Feedback effects in deliberative systems
Non-linear dynamics, as mentioned, result in part from feedback effects or feedback loops. Reinforcing or positive feedback loops occur where
changes in one part of a system produce further changes in the same direction. Reinforcing feedback loops give rise to the possibility of rapid
changes in the behaviour of a system once tipping points or thresholds are reached, as well as the possibility that initially small changes could
eventually produce much larger effects. Feedback loops could also be balancing or negative, where a change in one part of the system triggers
a reaction that slows down the rate of change of that part.
One of the few clear invocations of a feedback loop in a deliberative systems context appears in Barvosa’s (2018) analysis of the deliberative
system for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) equality in the US. She describes a positive feedback loop between personal
reflection and public deliberation that helped the norm of LGBT equality to spread over time (Barvosa 2018:48). Similarly, Niemeyer
(2014:190) identifies a positive feedback loop whereby the quality of public debate improves that of parliamentary debate and vice versa.
However, both works limit their attention to one or two examples of feedback effects, rather than seeking to develop a more comprehensive
understanding of the types of feedback effects that operate in a deliberative system and how they interact with one another.
Given the interest of deliberative systems theorists in how components interact, there is considerable potential to explore how these
interactions could generate feedback effects of different kinds. These effects could operate whenever there are iterative interactions between
two or more groups of actors or institutions in a deliberative system, including: policy-makers and experts; regulators and regulated, such as
private firms; and global and domestic institutions. Feedback effects of these kinds could influence system dynamics in areas such as: the
growth or decay of trust; the escalation or resolution of conflict; the spread of ideas or discourses; and processes of learning and forgetting.
4.2. Explaining change in deliberative systems
Attention to non-linear dynamics could also help to explain why some deliberative systems experience transformative change after years
of stagnation. An instructive case in this regard is the ‘forest peace process’ in Tasmania, Australia studied by Schirmer et al. (2016). The
authors study the formation and dissolution of the 2012 Tasmanian Forest Agreement, which was the culmination of decades of conflict
between forest industries, environmentalists and unions over the conservation and exploitation of Tasmania’s forests. The study evaluates the
deliberative democratic quality of successive stages of the peace process (roughly covering 2009 to 2014). This sequential approach could
yield valuable insights on how deliberative systems change, although the idea of a deliberative system is only mentioned briefly towards the
beginning and end of the paper.
Schirmer et al highlight two features that contributed to the initial success of the Agreement and its demise soon afterwards, both of which
can be understood in terms of non-linear dynamics. First was an initial phase in which the conflicting parties held confidential talks without
government involvement, which helped to build trust among the parties (a positive feedback effect) and yielded a Statement of Principles
that formed the basis for the subsequent Agreement. Second was the repeal in 2014 of legislation giving effect to the Agreement, shortly
after a change of government in Tasmania. Although elements of the Agreement survived, the repeal largely restored the status quo that
preceded the negotiations. The new government’s opposition to the Agreement was fuelled by the concerns of some actors (including
farmers and local governments) that they had not been included in the initial phase of the peace process. This link between the factors driving
the peace process and dismantling it provide evidence of negative feedback within the deliberative system.
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Consideration of non-linear dynamics could highlight the opportunities and risks associated with positive and negative feedback effects,
which could either build momentum for change or stifle it. Looking beyond the timeframe of the study, non-linear dynamics could also help
to explain how the deliberative system for forest governance in Tasmania emerged and changed in previous decades amid escalating conflict
(a positive feedback effect).
A focus on non-linear dynamics could help to illuminate the causes of change or stagnation in other deliberative systems. Stevenson and
Dryzek’s (2014) analysis of global climate governance covers a relatively limited phase of negotiations under the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change, which was adopted in 1992. Their empirical analysis mainly covers the timeframe 2007-2010. This period
was notable for a breakthrough of sorts in 2009 with the crafting of the Copenhagen Accord, which marked a shift towards more intensive
participation of developing countries in efforts to reduce global greenhouse gas emissions. In this regard the Accord’s approach moved away
from that of the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, which required only developed countries to make quantified commitments to emissions reduction.
While Stevenson and Dryzek concentrate on an important phase of the negotiations, the short timeframe of analysis provides limited material
for explaining why the deliberative system had stagnated in preceding years (Depledge 2006) and what brought about an eventual – albeit
modest – shift.
A more striking shift occurred with the adoption of the Paris Agreement in 2015, almost twenty years since the creation of the Kyoto Protocol,
which was the previous legally binding agreement under the Convention’s auspices. A deliberative systems analysis of this later phase of
the negotiations remains to be written, but investigation of the role of non-linear dynamics could likewise be illuminating. One deliberative
process that some commentators see as crucial for building the trust necessary to reach the Paris Agreement was a series of confidential
bilateral talks between the US and the world’s two largest emerging economies, China and India, whose participation in the Agreement was
necessary to ensure that other developing countries would be willing to join (Dimitrov 2016:9). A non-deliberative process that arguably
boosted the prospects for agreement was the rapidly falling price of renewable energy (through a positive feedback loop of technological
improvement boosting demand, which spurred further innovation), which made it less economically burdensome for countries to lift their
pledges to reduce national emissions. While technological innovation could be seen as an external driver of change in a deliberative system,
in this case it was partially endogenous, as innovations in renewable energy have been catalysed by environmental policies (Johnstone et al.
2010) that are themselves the products of deliberation.

5. DELIBERATIVE ECOLOGIES: ELABORATING AND APPLYING THE CONCEPT
The example of non-linear dynamics is a promising sign that complexity theory can enrich our understanding of deliberative systems. This
line of thinking can be taken further by invoking a metaphor that views deliberative systems as a specific type of complex system, namely an
ecosystem. Ecosystem metaphors are often used in a loose sense to mean something like ‘environment’ or ‘context’, but they may also signal
a more rigorous application of concepts drawn from ecology, a field that has engaged intensively with systems thinking (see e.g. Holling 1973;
Dyball and Newell 2014).
As with any kinds of metaphor or analogy, care is needed to avoid implicit assumptions of equivalence between different the entities that are
being compared. Even if there is evidence for ‘democratic’ interaction among non-humans (Seeley 2010), ecosystems do not have the same
kind of institutional and linguistic sophistication as deliberative systems. Nevertheless, when used with a judicious eye to their differences as
well as similarities, an ecological perspective on social systems has much to offer, as this section seeks to demonstrate.
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My starting point here is Mansbridge et al.’s tantalising reference to ‘deliberative ecologies’. The authors only devote a brief paragraph to the
idea:
A deliberative systemic approach also suggests looking for ‘deliberative ecologies’, in which different contexts facilitate some forms of deliberation
and avenues for information while others facilitate different forms and avenues. (Mansbridge et al. 2012:6)
By ‘deliberative ecologies’ I take the authors to mean patterns of behaviour and interaction in deliberative systems that function analogously
to the systems studied in ecology (the study of relationships between biological organisms and their environment), i.e. ecosystems.
The remainder of this section shows the deliberative ecologies approach could be elaborated by applying three ecological ideas to deliberative
systems: niches, diversity and social-ecological systems.3
5.1. Niches
The main ecological idea that Mansbridge et al (2012:6) invoke to illustrate a deliberative ecologies approach is the ecological ‘niche’, which
they use to argue that non-deliberative or poorly deliberative mechanisms like partisanship and cognitive shortcuts can serve useful functions
in a deliberative system. In ecology, this term may have several meanings, but among the more common is ‘the range of environmental
conditions that allow a population to persist in some location’ (Schoener 2009:2). Ecologists frequently invoke niche theory to explain why a
range of species coexist in a given environment, or to explain the geographic distribution of a species (Chase and Myers 2011:2351; Pocheville
2015). Despite ongoing contestation within ecology about the suitability of the niche concept (as discussed in the two studies just cited),
the idea has been used productively in other fields, notably science and technology studies. For example, Westley et al (2011:767) argue, that
‘radical innovation originates in niches: small protected spaces in which new practice can develop, protected from harsh selection criteria and
resistance from prevailing regimes’.
There are clear parallels here with another idea found in the deliberative systems literature – that of the deliberative ‘enclave’ (Hendriks 2006;
Stevenson and Dryzek 2014:55; Niemeyer 2014). Mansbridge et al (2012:7) refer to ‘social movement enclaves’ as ‘the fertile, protected
hothouses sometimes necessary to generate counter-hegemonic ideas’, despite having deliberative deficiencies such as disrespect for
opposing views.4
In invoking metaphors such as these, it should be underscored that there is nothing inherently good about niches (ecological or otherwise).
Ecological niches are occupied by bees and Ebola alike; deliberative niches are occupied by internet trolls just as they are by political theorists.5
Nevertheless, there is value in explaining how deliberative niches (whether good or bad) take shape and which groups occupy them. This
could in turn help to identify ways to encourage the construction of niches that enhance democratic legitimacy and to discourage those that
undermine it.6 An ecological perspective could provide useful conceptual tools for this inquiry by highlighting aspects such as the institutional,
discursive and material resources available for enclaves to form and flourish. 7

3 In the full-length paper I also discuss how ideas of evolution and resilience could apply to deliberative systems.
4 While the idea of an enclave might suggest an area that is hermetically sealed from the rest of the deliberative system, this need not be the case: it may serve as a temporary
sanctuary that enables participants to deliberate internally before deciding how to engage with other parts of the system.
5 It is left to the reader to pass judgment on the normative value of each of these species.
6 On niche construction in ecological contexts, see Odling-Smee et al. 2003.
7 See also Abbott et al. 2016, who explore some of these questions from the perspective of organizational ecology.
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5.2. Diversity
Diversity among and within species is often seen as crucial for the ability of ecosystems to flourish (Walker et al. 2006). Page (2010:99)
extends this argument to systems more broadly, arguing that diversity of types (i) can perform an ‘insurance’ function by limiting the possibility
of bad outcomes if one type fails; and (ii) can counter the problem of ‘diminishing returns to type’, where each additional member of a single
types adds a smaller incremental benefit.
Diversity is likewise frequently seen as valuable for deliberative systems. This argument has a democratic aspect, in that the range of
perspectives included in deliberation should reflect the cultural and social diversity of the demos itself. There is also an epistemic aspect in
the claim that greater diversity of perspectives represented in deliberation generally leads to better decision-making (Stevenson and Dryzek
2014; Landemore 2013).
There is also value in exploring the role of other types of diversity in deliberative systems, including institutional and cultural variety. For
example, does the proliferation of avenues for public input enhance legitimacy or impede it by meaning that civil society’s resources are
spread too thinly? An ecological perspective can help to identify possible causal pathways through which diversity can influence the operation
of deliberative systems for better or worse.
5.3. Social-ecological systems
A final dimension of a deliberative ecology perspective moves from a metaphorical connection with ecology back to a literal one. A growing
area of research in ecology centres around the idea of ‘social-ecological systems’ (SESs), that is, social systems and ecosystems linked
together into a larger hybrid system. Local SESs could include coastal fisheries or agricultural regions, while larger-scale SESs could include
transboundary rivers and the Earth system (that is, the planet viewed as an integrated system). Deliberative systems can in turn be understood
as embedded in SESs.
Setting deliberative systems in the context of SESs is particularly important given Dryzek and Pickering’s (2019) argument that in the
Anthropocene – an emerging epoch characterised by humanity’s pervasive influence over the Earth’s regulatory systems – political institutions
need to be more responsive to their interactions with ecosystems, including the ecological impacts of those institutions, as well as the potential
for ecological instability to threaten the ability of those institutions to function. Humanity’s dependence on nature means that deliberative
systems need to become more attuned to signals from the non-human world. Theories of ecological democracy supply a further argument
that the interests of non-humans should be represented in decision-making because they are among those affected by political decisions
(Eckersley 2004).
Future SES analysis could also explore the role of ecological dynamics in explaining how deliberative systems form and involve, including the
possibility that ecosystem shifts may bring about non-linear changes in deliberative systems. For example, the discovery of the ‘ozone hole’
– coupled with the discourse that emerged around this compelling image – played a catalytic role in the creation of the Montreal Protocol
on ozone-depleting substances (Litfin 1994). In Australia, a prolonged drought helped to drive the creation of the Murray-Darling Basin
Plan, which involved an unprecedented (albeit at times acrimonious and fragile) collaboration among state governments and the federal
government with the intent of striking a balance between environmental and agricultural flows in Australia’s longest river system (Wallis and
Ison 2011).
Equally important is the question of when and why some deliberative systems fail to shift in the face of escalating environmental damage,
as with the reluctance of many countries to act on climate change despite growing evidence of heatwaves, sea level rise and other adverse
impacts linked to higher temperatures. One intriguing possibility to explore here is the role of negative feedback effects, as when efforts to
boost climate policy strengthen the determination of fossil fuel industries to counter-mobilize against reform by casting doubt on the rate of
ecological change (compare McCright and Dunlap 2010).
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6. CONCLUSION
In this paper I have argued that deliberative systems can be understood in a new light when viewed as complex systems. The paper’s brief
review of existing literature on deliberative systems through this lens highlighted the need to explore further how deliberative systems form,
change and sometimes collapse, and the role of non-linear dynamics in these processes. More specifically, a deliberative ecologies perspective
can open up new vistas for understanding the roles of niches, diversity, and social-ecological interactions in deliberative systems. The systemic
turn in deliberative democracy has encouraged scholars to look beyond the deliberative trees – represented by individual sites of deliberation
– to the forest at large, but it is now time to grasp the wider ramifications of the ecological analogy.
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